Abstract-Polarimetric SAR interferometry has generated much interest for forest applications. In this paper, we study problems associated with interferometric coherence estimation and propose two algorithms to improve the accuracy in the coherence estimation based on speckle filtering of the 6x6 polarimetric interferometry matrix.
where 11 V and 22 V are 3x3 polarimetric covariance matrices from the two passes, and 12 Κ Κ Κ Κ is the interferogram matrix between polarizations. The coherences between polarizations are stored in the 12 Κ Κ Κ Κ matrix. Similarly, Pauli based vector can also be used to obtain the 6x6 coherency matrix. Algorithms developed in this paper can be applied to both representations.
In general, the 6x6 matrix (2) is filtered by a boxcar filter to reduce speckle noise and to provide the necessary averaging to compute coherences.
A procedure for optimizing the coherence from a linear combination of polarizations has been proposed by Cloude and Papathanassiou [1] . It involves solving an eigenvector problem producing three optimized coherences and their associated interferometric phases. In earlier work, the maximum phase differences between these three interferometric phases were used to infer tree heights. Recently, a coherent mixture model of a random volume and ground proposed by Treuhaft and Cloude (IEEE TGRS, September, 1999) has been extended to extract tree heights and the extinction coefficient based on interferometric coherence for polarimetric SAR [2] 
Interferometric coherence is a statistical average. It requires averaging many samples from the same distribution. Computationally, coherence is estimated by 
The commonly used technique is the boxcar filter where pixels in a 5x5 or 7x7 moving window are included in the coherence computation. Two problems affecting the accuracy of coherence estimation have been observed: 1. Overestimation due to an insufficient number of samples associated with small window size. For example, for 1-look interferometric SAR data, the coherence is the maximum value of 1 at all pixels. It has been shown (Lee et al., IEEE TGRS, September 1994) that an insufficient number of samples would produce an overestimate of the true coherence. 2. Underestimation, when averaging samples from difference distributions. The commonly used boxcar filter would produce erroneous coherences near forest boundaries, or in inhomogeneous vegetated areas. For examples, in inhomogeneous areas, a 5x5 window would contain samples from two or more distinctive distributions. The indiscriminate averaging produces a lower coherence at the edges. For illustration, we applied 5x5 boxcar filter to the ESAR Glen Affric POL-INF data. The basic principle in speckle filtering of polarimetric interferometric data is in the selection of surrounding pixels of the same scattering characteristics for inclusion in the average. Two methods will be discussed in this paper:
A. The extended POLSAR Filtering Method
The first method is a modification of our previous technique (Lee et al., [3] ) that extends the polarimetric SAR speckle filtering technique from the 3x3 polarimetric covariance or coherency matrix to the 6x6 POL-INF matrix 3. For each pixel, the sum of span from the first and second POLSAR image is used to compute the weight and the selection of edge-aligned window in a procedure described in [4] . The weight and the selected edgealigned window are used to filter each element of the 6x6 covariance matrix C in the spatial domain. The filtered
where b is a scalar, and denotes the filtering weight, which has a value between 0 and 1. The C is the mean matrix, each element of which is computed in the selected edge window. The window is selected from a group of eight edge-aligned windows to preserve edges. An input parameter to this filtering algorithm is the speckle standard deviation to mean ratio. 4. Restore the removed interferometric phase of topography, if it was removed from the 12 Κ Κ Κ Κ matrix. It is important to restore the phase before the coherence optimization.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm, we filtered the 6x6 covariance matrix twice with speckle standard deviation to mean ratios of 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. The filtered data is then optimized by the coherence optimization procedure [1] . The maximum coherence is shown in Fig. 2B .
As shown, Fig. 2B is very different from the boxcar result of Fig. 2A . The ring artifacts, which are quite evident in Fig.  2A , are no longer a problem in the speckle filtered results (Fig. 2B) . Areas inside the rings in Fig. 2A show much higher coherence compared with the result from our method. The blurring effect is also a problem for the boxcar filter.
B. Speckle Filtering by Classification
The second method is based on the idea of classifying the polarimetric SAR image into classes, and then filtering the 6x6 POL-INF matrix including only pixels in the same class. The procedure is as follows. 1. Same as the first method. 2. Same as the first method. 3. Apply an unsupervised classification algorithm to the POLSAR image into 15 classes based on the Freeman and Durden decomposition [5] . Details of this classification procedure are given in [6] . A speckle filtered POLSAR image from 11 V is used in the classification to reduce the speckle effect. 4. The center pixel in a window of 7x7 pixels is filtered using only those pixels of the same class as the center pixel. The filtering is done on the 6x6 coherency or covariance matrix based on the speckle filter that minimize the mean square error. Alternatively, they may be averaged to produce the filtered pixel. 5. To correct the overestimation problem of isolated pixels, a 3x3 average is applied instead, if, in the 7x7 window, the number of pixels of the same class is less than 5 pixels. 6. Same as the Step 4 of the first method.
The same ESAR Glen Affric POL-INF data is used for illustration. To facilitate POL-INF speckle filtering, the 3x3 POLSAR 11 V data is filtered by applying the POLSAR speckle filtering algorithm [4] with a speckle standard deviation to mean ratio of 0.5. Unsupervised classification is then applied to this filtered image to produce the classification map. The classification was made to have five classes in each scattering category.
Using the classification map as a mask, each pixel in a 7x7 window is filtered by averaging using pixels from the same class. The filtering action is applied to the original unfiltered 6x6 C matrix. The result of applying the filtering twice using the same classification map is shown in Fig. 2C of the last page. Comparing Fig. 2B and 2C, these two optimized maximum coherences are very similar. The similarity is a good check of the correctness of our coherence estimation algorithms. However, the second method produce more isolated high coherence spots. These spots are attributed to isolated double bounce and surface scattering pixels in the forested areas.
We applied the filtered POL-INF data to the estimation of tree height and ground topography based on the two layer random volume and ground model (3) proposed by Papathanassiou and Cloude [2] .
In our preliminary investigation, the 5x5 boxcar produced coherences cause erroneous estimations in tree height and ground topography in the dark ring areas. Further verification is ongoing.
III. SUMMARY
The coherence estimation problem associated with polarimetric interferometry data has been investigated. The deficiency of the boxcar filter in producing erroneous coherence especially around inhomogeneous forest patches was clearly demonstrated using ESAR data. Two methods to improve the accuracy in coherence estimation were proposed and their effectiveness was compared favorably against the boxcar filter.
